RISE OF THE EMPIRE FAQ 1.0
GOALS
1. When can I achieve the Quest, only during my turn as an additional
action or also automatically during the Production phase?
If there is a way for Quest to be completed during the
Production phase it can be achieved automatically in both
ways.
2. Quest of Stature - each time when I resolve action associated with
the one stated on card I advance matching Quest token, if I have
feature which also moves my Quest token does it mean that i have
to resolve 1 less action for each movement of Quest token by this
Feature?
Yes, for example if cards says raze 4 grey and you have
feature which moved your Quest marker by 2, you only
need to Raze 2 more to complete this Quest (of course if
you will move token only thanks to this feature and reach
4th space it’s completed without even razing any grey).

PROVINCES
1. What to do with Provinces which provide Technology tokens or
Blessing tokens and I don’t have this expansions?
You can just remove all cards that have tokens you don’t
have. In case you’d wonder why would you like to use
them if you have these expansions but don’t actually play
additional factions - remember, you can change your
faction deck between any games so you can add/change
10 cards from this expansion to your faction deck to create
even more cohesive engine!
2. Are Provinces treated as Common cards?
No, this means that card effects stating: remove 1 Common
doesn’t target Provinces.
3. Can you count in Provinces of a certain colors (f. ex. to achieve
Quests)?
Yes.
4. If Province will be removed from my Empire (in any way) does it
still makes me lose 5
at the end of the game?
No

EMPIRE SHEET
1. What does color code on Progresion tracks mean?
Green color indicates that these bonuses are resolved at
the beginning of the game, yellow color indicates that these
bonuses provide Progression tokens, red color indicates
that these bonuses are resolved at the end of the game.

INVENTIONS
1. Sailing (ROTE062)
Max. 4. indicates 4 times per game (you may track that by
placing any piece from general resource and place it each
time you use this card).

CARDS FROM OTHER EXPANSIONS
1. Island Port (JAP060)
You don’t gain points for colors of Inventions with this card.

